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The distribution of stars with apparent visual magnitude. Theblak histogram represents all the X-ray soures from XPIPE that wereidenti�ed as stellar. The red urve represents those with mathes in theTyho atalog, the green urve, with the ChaMP optial follow-up, and theblue urve, with the Sloan Digital Sky Survey.

Ativity in M dwarfs. The number of X-ray soures onlusively identi�edas dM stars based on optial spetrosopy are shown as the blue histogram.Also shown are urves orresponding to the number predited based on aSloan study of H� emission in ative M dwarfs (West et al. 2004) ombinedwith predited numbers of stars in the Galaxy (Bahall & Soneira 1984).The red urve is a result of the diret onversion from H� to X-ray, and thegreen urve inludes an additional fator of an ativity fration found byWest et al.

The distribution of stars with B � V olor. The blak histogramrepresents all the X-ray soures from XPIPE that were identi�ed as stellar.The dashed red histogram is the predited number of stars based on knownX-ray luminosity funtions, the known run of stars in the Galaxy, andtaking into aount the di�erent exposure times for the various ChaMPpointings. The model of the Galaxy (Bahall & Soneira 1983) is orret onlyon average, and while the omparison shows some deviations between thepredited and the observed numbers, the general trends are very similar inboth when possible magnitude and olor errors in the data are inluded.

Color as a proxy for spetral type.Satter plot shows the run of R � I olor forstars with spetral types derived from optialspetra. A tight orrelation is evident.

Satter plots of V and X-ray{to{optial ux ratio as a funtion of thestellar B � V olor. Points marked witha green diamond represent data from ChaMPfollow-up, and those with a red diamond aremathes from Tyho. GSC mathes are shownwith a yellow symbol.

Type LX [ergs s�1℄ dmax [p℄ mVA 8:4� 1027 170 8:1� 8:5F 4:5� 1028 390 10:5� 12:2G 4:1� 1027 110 9:8� 11:1K 5:8� 1027 140 11:7� 14:3Mblue 1:3� 1027 68 13:0� 17:0Mred 3:1� 1027 100 18:8� 21:6Sun 1026:50 � 1031 33� 5900 7:3� 18:6LX: Median oronal X-ray luminosity for main-sequene spetral types;range for Sun spans luminosities from Coronal Hole to Flare.dmax: Maximum distane to whih star with given LX will be deteted byan instrument with sensitivity S = 10�15 ergs s�1 m�2. Absorption e�etsare ignored.mV : Dimmest magnitude of star of given LX detetable at sensitivity S;range for spetral types represent earliest and latest type in eah lass (A5is the earliest onsidered for A stars)

SUMMARY� 48 in Tyho, 83 in SDSS, 125 in ChaMP followup, 37 in GSC; 216 unique identi�ations� 61 stars have been expliitly typed using optial spetra, of whih 38 are M stars� number distribution onsistent with standard model of Galaxy(Bahall & Soneira 1984, Kashyap et al. 1992)� number distribution of M stars onsistent with H� ativity index(f. West et al. 2004)� mathing with 2MASS atalog in progress

ChESS� Wide area, medium sensitivity atalog of serendipitously deteted stars in ChaMP� Complementary to targeted, small area deep surveys� X-ray soures mathed to optial atalogs Tyho, SDSS, ChaMP, and GSC� Spetral types from optial spetra where available, alibrates olor� Limited to jbj > 20 to avoid large extintion� Representative of �eld star sample of oronal ativity in the solar neighborhood� Constrain X-ray ativity levels for early and late spetral types, binary frations of Bstars, et.� Compliations: pathy sky overage, exposure vignetting, optial magnitude errors,intrinsi variability, �eld seletion bias

We present a atalog of stellar X-ray soures serendipitously deteted in Chandra data from 1999-2001 (XPIPE; Kim et al. 2004a,2004b).We have systematially searhed for optial mathes to X-ray soures from the Chandra Multi-wavelength Projet (ChaMP; Green et al. 2004)using the Tyho, GSC, SDSS, and ChaMP optial follow-up atalogs. We �nd over 200 stellar X-ray soures overing a magnitude range V = 10 -19. This forms an X-ray seleted, but otherwise unbiased sample of �eld stars overing a wide range of spetral types, ages, metalliities, androtations. We have lassi�ed the spetral types of those stars whih have optial spetra, and use this set to alibrate the olors of the remainderof the sample. As expeted, the majority of the soures are M type stars. We ompare the observed number distributions of the stars with thatexpeted from known ativity indiators.


